
A BLIND SCULPTURE 
 

This sculpture was commissioned by Eloise Knoetze to be presented to her husband, André, on his 38th birthday on 24 
March 1994. It is part of the artist, Willem Boshoff’s BLIND ALPHABET PROJECT, a vast collection of hand-made 
wooden shapes that illustrate foreign morphological concepts. These shapes are small and light enough to be picked up 
by blind people. The surface treatment of the work is mostly smooth to facilitate easy detection of the true structure of 
forms and to make the Braille words embossed on them legible. Each shape is carefully defined and described on Braille 
plaques so that only the blind will be able to ‘unravel’ what is going on. 
 
THE BLIND ALPHABET PROJECT ennobles the state of blindness. It venerates the blind by entrusting to them the 
responsibilit ies of showing and explaining artworks to those with normal vision. In the real project, only the blind are 
allowed to ‘observe’ the shapes. Although this bigeminal piece is visible, it  must be appreciated in that light. Blind 
people will go away from the experience without being able to look at things afterwards. The sighted, if only being 
deprived of their privilege to see or feel in one respect, don’t really know what it is to forfeit their sight permanently. 
 
 

BIGEMINATE BIGEMINAL 
 
The adjectives bigeminate and bigeminal denote an arrangement of two similar pairs of shapes. In Latin, bi indicates 
two and geminus, twins. Bigeminate compositions have two sets of twins. In physiology, the corpora quadrigemina of 
the brain is a pair of bigeminate bodies. A single pair bigeminately combines with another single pair. These two two-
somes combine then yet again with two similar two-somes to form the quadrigemina: in total, eight units. The molar-
teeth (see bicuspid) are in a quadrigeminal arrangement in the mouth. Two upper, and two lower ones on either side of 
the mouth. Bigeminate is not tautological. The mistake is often made to indicate only a single pair of shapes as 
bigeminate. In the piece sculpted to illustrate a bigeminal concept, this misunderstanding is illustrated as a pair of 
displaced eggs, by itself. Above it is the configuration of four true bigeminate eggs. Because of its six eggs, the sculpture 
might in reality be better designated as trigeminate. The wood used is Imbuia (Phoebe porosa), Kiaat (Pterocarpus 
angolensis) and Oregon Pine (Thuja plicata). 
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